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A reader asks:
Do all animals want love, such as snakes, fish and things of that nature? Coyotes? Sharks? I’ve often
seen videos of people trying to show love or pet these animals, but do they really want it? If not, that’s
confusing to me because I thought life was really only about love.
The Committee explains.
C:
Greetings to all, a welcome we bid you and ourselves to this meeting and we say, what about
plants? All things of nature, not just that nature. Play with you we do, yet we hope our explanation
clarifies.
First ask, what is love? The answer can consume thousands of pages, explain everything yet also explain
little throughout, occupying large amounts of Earth time better used for the giving and receiving of the
love itself.
Yes, the animals want love and give it in equal amounts. Like humans, they do not always want attention
from everything and at all times, and learn to watch for the approach of other animals, including humans,
as they instinctively do.
Life is not only about love, however it is the foundation of all interaction. Love can be the motivation to
plan then fulfill acts of horrible mistreatment. From the place of your soul, deep and great love can be
offered in ways human behavior expectations do not accept.
Even simple, microbial beings can benefit from love. No acknowledgement or reciprocal act, does not
mean the love is not beneficial. Human desire, intent and goodwill towards anything will help anything to
which it I sent. A motor vehicle will operate better if appreciated by the thoughts of its driver. Yes, you can
give love to a car and improve or even repair it, however there are limits to this. Such limits are the same
for all contracts for life inside the three dimensional existence mankind undertakes, and this condition
means the ability to mentally alter physical properties and operations is limited.
These limits are voluntary and each of you may alter them. The sensation you are subject to fixed
parameters and constraint is true, however it is also a decision you make. Love leads you to decide not to
modify too much or too highly the general conditions of human life, because of interactions with other
humans.
These limits are assumed voluntarily, and you can insist on life upon Earth with nearly all the abilities you
have as your soul. This would make life on Earth almost useless; the effort is not worth the attempt. To do

so would rob nearly all people and things with which you would interact as a human, of the opportunities
they wish, desire and pursue. So it is not done generally, but can be.
Thus you may cause your car to run more smoothly for a time, but not replace spark plugs mentally or
cause accumulated wear to reverse, with your mind, although this you could do.
Animals likewise choose life, as one with limitations obvious to all humans. Some animal abilities are
superior, others lessened and still others absent, when compared to a human.
The ability to love one another is as strong in animals on Earth, and overall less subject to inter-animal
troubles. Humans have chosen far more inter-human difficulty, which need not be the case. This is not to
say trouble between animals does not occur away from predation - it does - but it is lesser and not as
pervasive as the choices humans make.
Associations with animals we suggest occur, as the animals choose the human.
Be well one and all. Do return.

